In this work, we describe advanced numerical tools for working with multivariate functions and for the analysis of large data sets. These tools will drastically reduce the required computing time and the storage cost, and, therefore, will allow us to consider much larger data sets or finer meshes. Covariance matrices are crucial in spatio-temporal statistical tasks, but are often very expensive to compute and store, especially in three dimensions. Therefore, we approximate covariance functions by cheap surrogates in a low-rank tensor format. We apply the Tucker and canonical tensor decompositions to a family of Matérn-and Slater-type functions with varying parameters and demonstrate numerically that their approximations exhibit exponentially fast convergence. We prove the exponential convergence of the Tucker and canonical approximations in tensor rank parameters. Several statistical operations are performed in this low-rank tensor format, including evaluating the conditional covariance matrix, spatially averaged estimation variance, computing a quadratic form, determinant, trace, loglikelihood, inverse, and Cholesky decomposition of a large covariance matrix. Low-rank tensor approximations reduce the computing and storage costs essentially. For example, the storage cost is reduced from an exponential O(n d ) to a linear scaling O(drn), where d is the spatial dimension, n is the number of mesh points in one direction, and r is the tensor rank. Prerequisites for applicability of the proposed techniques are the assumptions that the data, locations, and measurements lie on a tensor (axes-parallel) grid and that the covariance function depends on a distance, ‖x − y‖.
Introduction
Nowadays it is very common to work with large spatial data sets [15, 44, 52, 61, 62, 64] , for instance, with satellite data, collected over a very large area (e.g., the data collected by the National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA, https://www.earthsystemgrid.org/). This data can also come from a computer simulator code as a solution of a certain multiparametric equation (e.g., Weather research and Forecasting model, https: //www.mmm.ucar.edu/weather-research-and-forecasting-model), it could be also sensor data from multiple sources. Typical operations in spatial statistics, such as evaluating the spatially averaged estimation variance, computing quadratic forms of the conditional covariance matrix, or computing maximum of likelihood function [62] require high computing power and time. Our motivation for using low-rank tensor techniques is that operations on advanced matrices, such as hierarchical, low-rank and sparse matrices, are limited by their high computational costs, especially in three dimensions and for a large number of observations.
A tensor can be simply defined as a high-order matrix, where multi-indices are used instead of indices (see Section 3 and equation (3.1) for a rigorous definition). One way to obtain a tensor from a vector or matrix is to reshape it. For example, we assume that v ∈ ℝ 10 6 is a vector. We reshape it and obtain a matrix of size 10 3 × 10 3 , or a tensor of order 3 of size 10 2 × 10 2 × 10 2 or a tensor of order 6 of size 10 × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × 10 (6 times). Each element of such a six-dimensional hypercube is described by the multi-index α = (α 1 , . . . , α 6 ). The obtained tensors contain not only rows and columns, but also slices and fibers [10, 40, 41] . These slices and fibers can be analyzed for linear dependences, super symmetry, or sparsity and may result in a strong data compression. Another difference between tensors and matrices is that a matrix (obtained, for instance, after the discretization of a kernel c(x, y) = c(|x − y|)) separates a point x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) ∈ ℝ d from a point y = (y 1 , . . . , y d ) ∈ ℝ d , whereas the corresponding tensor (depending on tensor format) separates x 1 − y 1 from x 2 − y 2 , x 3 − y 3 , . . . , x d − y d . This implies that tensors may have not just one rank like a matrix, but many. Therefore, we speak about a tensor rank, but not a matrix rank. In this work, we consider two very common tensor formats: canonical (denoted as CP) and Tucker (see Section 3).
Low-rank tensor methods can be gainfully combined with other data-compression techniques in low dimensions. For example, a three-dimensional function can be approximated as the sum of the tensor products of one-dimensional function. Then the usual matrix techniques can be applied to those one-dimensional functions.
To be more concrete, we consider a relatively wide class of Matérn covariance functions. We demonstrate how to approximate Matérn covariance matrices in a low-rank tensor format, then how to perform typical Kriging and spatial statistics operations in this tensor format. Matérn covariance matrices typically depend on three to five unknown hyper-parameters, such as smoothness, three covariance lengths (in a threedimensional anisotropic case), and variance. We study the dependences of tensor ranks and approximation errors on these parameters. Splitting the spatial variables via low-rank techniques reduces the computing cost for a matrix-vector product from O(N 2 ) to O(dr 2 n 2 ) FLOPs, where d is the spatial dimension, r is the tensor rank, and n is the number of mesh points along the longest edge of the computational domain. For simplicity, we assume that N = n d (e.g., d = 4 for a time-space problem in three dimensions). Other motivating factors for applying low-rank tensor techniques include the following: (1) The storage cost is reduced from O(n d ) to O(drn) or, depending on the tensor format, to O(drn + r d ),
where d > 1.
(2) The low-rank tensor technique allows us to compute not only the matrix-vector product, but also the inverse C −1 , square root C 1 2 , matrix exponent exp(C), trace(C), det(C), and a likelihood function. (3) The low-rank tensor approximation is relatively new, but already a well-studied technique with free software libraries available. (4) The approximation accuracy is fully controlled by the tensor rank. The full rank gives an exact representation. (5) Low-rank techniques are either faster than a Fourier transform (O(drn) vs. O(n d log n d )) or can be efficiently combined with it [13, 51] . General limitations of the tensor technique are the following: (a) It could be time consuming to compute a low-rank tensor decomposition. (b) It requires axes-parallel mesh. (c) Some theoretical estimations exist for functions depending on |x − y| (although more general functions have a low-rank representation in practice). During the last few years, there has been great interest in numerical methods for representing and approximating large covariance matrices [1, 2, 43, 44, 51, 54, 56] . Low-rank tensors were previously applied to accelerated Kriging and spatial design by orders of magnitude [51] . The covariance matrix under consideration was assumed to be circulant, and the first column had a low-rank decomposition. Therefore, d-dimensional Fourier was applied to and drastically reduce the storage and the computing cost.
The maximum likelihood estimator was computed for parameter-fitting given Gaussian observations with a Matérn covariance matrix [47] . The presented framework for unstructured observations in two spatial dimensions allowed for an evaluation of the log-likelihood and its gradient with computational complexity O(n 3 2 ). The H-matrix techniques [19, 21, 22] provide the efficient data sparse approximation for the differential and integral operators in ℝ d , d = 1, 2, 3. H-matrices are very robust for approximating the covariance matrix [1, 2, 4, 26, 38, 56] , its inverse [1] , and its Cholesky decomposition [38, 43, 44] , but can also be expensive, especially for large n in three dimensions. Namely, the complexity in three dimensions will be Ck d−1 N log N, where N = n d , d = 3, k ≪ n is the rank and C is a large constant which scales exponentially in dimension d, see [22] . Thus, the H-matrix techniques scale exponentially in dimension size. Therefore, more efficient methods for fast and efficient matrix linear algebra operations are still needed.
The key idea is to compute a low-rank decomposition not of the covariance function (it could be hard), but of its analytically known spectral density (which could be a much easier object) and then apply the inverse Fourier to the obtained low-rank components. The Fourier transformation of the Matérn covariance function is known analytically as the Hilbert tensor. This Hilbert tensor can be decomposed numerically in a low-rank tensor format. Both the Fourier transformation and its inverse have the canonical (CP) tensor rank-1. Therefore, the inverse Fourier does not change the tensor rank of the argument. By applying the inverse Fourier to the low-rank tensor, we obtain a low-rank approximation of the initial covariance matrix, which can be further used in the Kalman filter update, Karhunen-Loève expansion, Bayesian update, and Kriging.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we list typical tasks from statistics that motivate us to use low-rank tensor techniques and define the Matérn covariance functions and their Fourier transformations. Section 3 is devoted to low-rank tensor decomposition. Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 contain the main theoretical contribution of this work. We present low-rank tensor techniques and separate radial basis functions using the Laplace transform and the sinc quadrature, give estimations of the approximation error, convergence rate, and the tensor rank, and we also prove the existence of a low-rank approximation of a Matérn function. Section 4 contains another important contribution of this work, namely, the solutions to typical statistical tasks in the low-rank tensor format.
Motivation

Problem Settings in Spatial Statistics
Below, we formulate five tasks. These computational tasks are very common and important in statistics. Fast and efficient solution of these tasks will help to solve many real-world problems, such as the weather prediction, moisture modeling, and optimal design in geostatistics.
Task 1: Approximate a Matérn covariance function in a low-rank tensor format.
The covariance function c(x, y), x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ), y = (y 1 , . . . , y d ), is discretized on a tensor grid with N mesh points, N = n d , d ≥ 1 and ε > 0. The task is to find the following decomposition into one-dimensional functions:
for some given ε > 0. Alternatively, we may look for factors C iμ such that
Here, the matrices C iμ correspond to the one-dimensional covariance functions c iμ (x μ , y μ ) in the direction μ. Task 2: Computing of square root of C. The square root C 1 2 of the covariance matrix C is needed in order to generate random fields and processes. It is also used in the Kalman filter update. Task 3: Kriging. Spatial statistics and Kriging [39] are used to model the distribution of ore grade, forecast of rainfall intensities, moisture, temperatures, or contaminant. The missing values are interpolated from the known measurements by Kriging [30, 46] . When considering space-time Kriging on fine meshes [9, 14, 28, 66] , Kriging may easily exceed the computational power of modern computers. Estimating the variance of Kriging and geostatistical optimal design problems are especially numerically intensive [48, 50, 60] .
The Kriging can be defined as follows. Letŝ be the N × 1 vector of values to be estimated with zero expectation and covariance matrix C ss . Let y be the m × 1, m ≪ N, vector of measurements. The corresponding cross-and auto-covariance matrices are denoted by C sy and C yy , and sized N × m and m × m, respectively. If the measurements are subject to error, an error covariance matrix R is included in C yy . Using this notation, the Kriging estimateŝ is given byŝ = C sy C −1 yy y.
Task 4: Geostatistical design. The goal of geostatistical optimal design is to optimize the sampling patterns from which the data values in y will be obtained. The objective function that will be minimized is typically a scalar measure of either the conditional covariance matrix or the estimation variance (4.4). The two most common measures for geostatistical optimal design are φ A and φ C :
where C ss|y := C ss − C sy C −1 yy C ys , see [48, 50] .
Task 5: Computing the joint Gaussian log-likelihood function. We assume that z ∈ ℝ N is an available vector of measurements, and θ is an unknown vector of the parameters of a covariance matrix C. The task is to compute the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), where the log-likelihood function is as follows:
The difficulty here is that each iteration step of a maximization procedure requires the solution of a linear system Lv = z, the Cholesky decomposition, and the determinant. In Section 4 we give detailed solutions. We give strict definition of tensors later in Section 3.
Matérn Covariance and Its Fourier Transform
A low-rank approximation of the covariance function is a key component of the tasks formulated above. Among of the many covariance models available, the Matérn family [25, 45] is widely used in spatial statistics, geostatistics [7] , machine learning [4] , image analysis, weather forecast, moisture modeling, and as the correlation for temperature fields [49] . The work [25] introduced the Matérn form of spatial correlations into statistics as a flexible parametric class with one parameter determining the smoothness of the underlying spatial random field. The main idea of this low-rank approximation is shown in Figure 1 and explained in details in Section 3.3. Figure 1 demonstrates two possible ways to find a low-rank tensor approximation of the Matérn covariance function. The first way (marked with "?") is not so trivial and the second via the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), low-rank and the inverse FFT (IFFT) is more trivial. We use here the fact that the FT of the Matérn covariance is analytically known and has a known low-rank approximation. The IFFT can be computed numerically and does not change the tensor ranks.
The Matérn covariance function is defined as
where distance r := ‖x − y‖, x, y two points in ℝ d , ν > 0 defines the smoothness of the random field, and K ν denotes the modified Bessel function of order ν. The larger ν, the smoother the random field. The parameter ℓ > 0 is a spatial range parameter that measures how quickly the correlation of the random field decays with
IFFT Low-rank approximation FFT Figure 1 : Two possible ways to find a low rank tensor approximation of the Matérn covariance matrix C ν,ℓ (r). distance, with larger ℓ corresponding to a slower decay (keeping ν fixed). When ν = 1 2 (see [55] ), the Matérn covariance function reduces to the exponential covariance model and describes a rough field. The value ν = ∞ corresponds to a Gaussian covariance model, which describes a very smooth field, that is infinitely differentiable. Random fields with a Matérn covariance function are ⌊ν − 1⌋ times mean square differentiable. Thus, the hyperparameter ν controls the degree of smoothness.
The
where β = β(ν, ℓ, n) is a constant and |ξ| is the Euclidean distance in ℝ d . The following tensor approach also applies to the case of anisotropic distance, where
Low-Rank Tensor Decompositions
In this section, we review the definitions of the CP and Tucker tensor formats. Then we provide the analytic sinc-based proof of the existence of low-rank tensor approximations of Matérn functions. We investigate numerically the behavior of the Tucker and CP ranks across a wide range of parameters specific to the family of Matérn kernels in equation (2.3). The Tucker tensor format is used in this work for additional rank compression of the CP factors. There are no reliable algorithms to compute CP decomposition, which can be difficult to compute, but there are such algorithms for Tucker decomposition. The Tucker decomposition is only limited with respect to the available memory storage, since the term r d in O(drn + r d ) grows exponentially with d.
General Definitions
CP and Tucker rank-structured tensor formats have been applied for the quantitative analysis of correlation in multidimensional experimental data for a long time in chemometrics and signal processing [8, 59] . The Tucker tensor format was introduced in 1966 for tensor decomposition of multidimensional arrays in chemometrics [65] . Though the canonical representation of multivariate functions was introduced as early as in 1927 [29] , only the Tucker tensor format provides a stable algorithm for decomposition of full-size tensors.
A mathematical approval of the Tucker decomposition algorithm was presented in papers on higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) and the Tucker ALS algorithm for orthogonal Tucker approximation of higher-order tensors [10] . For higher dimensions, the so-called Matrix Product States (MPS) (see the survey paper [57] ) or the Tensor Train (TT) [53] decompositions can be applied. However, for three-dimensional applications, the Tucker and CP tensor formats remain the best choices. The fast convergence of the Tucker decomposition was proved and demonstrated numerically for higher-order tensors that arise from the discretization of linear operators and functions in ℝ d for a class of function-related tensors and Green's kernels in particular, it was found that the approximation error of the Tucker decomposition decayed exponentially in the Tucker rank [33, 36] . These results inspired the canonical-to-Tucker (C2T) and Tucker-to-canonical (T2C) decompositions for function-related tensors in the case of large input ranks, as well as the multigrid Tucker approximation [37] .
A tensor of order d in a full format is defined as a multidimensional array over a d-tuple index set:
Here, A is an element of the linear space
Tensors with all dimensions having equal size n ℓ = n, ℓ = 1, . . . , d, are called n ⊗d tensors. The required storage size scales exponentially with the dimension, n d , which results in the so-called "curse of dimensionality". To avoid exponential scaling in the dimension, the rank-structured separable representations (approximations) of the multidimensional tensors can be used. The simplest separable element is given by the rank-1 tensor
i d , which requires only n 1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + n d numbers for storage. The rank-1 canonical tensor is a discrete counterpart of the separable d-variate function, which can be represented as the product of univariate functions
An example of the separable d-variate function is f(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = e (x 1 +x 2 +x 3 ) . Then, by discretization of this multivariate function on a tensor grid in a computational box, we obtain a canonical rank-1 tensor.
A tensor in the R-term canonical format is defined by a finite sum of rank-1 tensors (Figure 2 , left)
k ∈ ℝ n ℓ are normalized vectors, and R is the canonical rank. The storage cost of this parametrization is bounded by dRn. An element a(i 1 , . . . ,
An alternative (contracted product) notation is used in computer science community:
An analogous multivariate function can be represented by a sum of univariate functions
For d ≥ 3, there are no stable algorithms to compute the canonical rank of a tensor A, that is, the minimal number R in representation (3.2), and the respective decomposition with the polynomial cost in d, i.e., the computation of the canonical decomposition is an N-P hard problem [27] . The Tucker tensor format (Figure 2 , right) is suitable for stable numerical decompositions with a fixed truncation threshold. We say that the tensor A is represented in the rank-r orthogonal Tucker format with the rank parameter r = (r 1 , . . . ,
is the Tucker core tensor. The storage cost for the Tucker tensor is bounded by drn + r d , with r = |r| := max ℓ r ℓ . Using the orthogonal side matrices
r ℓ ] and contracted products, the Tucker tensor decomposition may be presented in the alternative notation
In the case d = 2, the orthogonal Tucker decomposition is equivalent to the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a rectangular matrix.
Tucker Decomposition of Full Format Tensors
We use the following algorithm to compute the Tucker decomposition of the full format tensor. The most timeconsuming part of the Tucker algorithm is higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD), the computation of the initial guess for matrices V (ℓ) using the SVD of the matrix unfolding A (ℓ) , ℓ = 1, 2, 3 (Figure 3 ), of the original tensor along each mode of a tensor [10] . Figure 3 illustrates the matrix unfolding of the full format tensor A (see (3.1)) along the index set
The second part of the algorithm is the ALS procedure. For every tensor mode, a "single-hole" tensor of reduced size is constructed by the mapping all of the modes of the original tensor except one into the subspaces V (ℓ) . Then the subspace V (ℓ) for the current mode is updated by SVD of the unfolding of the "single hole" tensor for this mode. This alternates over all modes of the tensor, which are updated at the current iteration of ALS. The final step of the algorithm is computation of the core tensor by using the ultimate mapping matrices from ALS.
The numerical cost of Tucker decomposition for full size tensors is dominated by the initial guess, which is estimated as O(n d+1 ) when all n ℓ = n are equal , or O(n 4 ) for our three-dimensional case. This step restricts the available size of the tensor to be decomposed since, for conventional computers, the three-dimensional case n ℓ > 10 2 is the limiting case for SVD.
The multigrid Tucker algorithm for full size tensors allows the computational complexity to be linear in the full size of the tensor, O(n d ), i.e., O(n 3 ) for three-dimensional tensors [37] . It is computed on a sequence of diadically refined grids and is based on implementing the HOSVD only at the coarsest grid level, n 0 ≪ n. The initial guess for the ALS procedure is computed at each refined level by the interpolation of the dominating Tucker subspaces obtained from the previous coarser grid. In this way, at fine three-dimensional Cartesian grids, we need 29 only O(n 3 ) storage (to represent the initial full format tensor) to contract with the Tucker side matrices, obtained by the Tucker approximation via ALS on the previous grids.
Illustration of the Low-Rank Approximation Idea
In this subsection we describe a possible ways to find a low-rank tensor approximation of the Matérn covariance matrix C(r, ν) ( Figure 1 
ν is its inverse and ⨂ denotes the Kronecker product. We assume that U(ξ) = F d (C(r, ν)) is known analytically and has a low-rank tensor approximation U = ∑ r j=1 ⨂ d ν=1 u jν . Since the Fourier and inverse Fourier transformations do not change the Kronecker tensor rank of the argument [51] , by applying the inverse Fourier, we obtain a low-rank representation of the covariance function by applying the inverse Fourier:
whereũ νi := F −1 ν (u νi ).
Sinc Approximation of the Matérn Function
The Sinc method provides a constructive approximation of the multivariate functions in the form of a low-rank canonical representation. It can be also used for the theoretical proof and for the rank estimation. Methods for the separable approximation of the three-dimensional Newton kernel and many other spherically symmetric functions that use the Gaussian sums have been developed since the initial studies in chemical [5] and mathematical literature [6, 17, 23, 63] . Here, we use a tensor-decomposition approach for lattice-structured interaction potentials [32] . We also recall the grid-based method for a low-rank canonical representation of the spherically symmetric kernel function q(‖x‖), where x ∈ ℝ d , d = 2, 3, . . . , by its projection onto the set of piecewise constant basis functions; see [3] for the case of Newton and Yukawa kernels for x ∈ ℝ 3 . Following the standard schemes, we introduce the uniform n × n × n rectangular Cartesian grid Ω n with mesh size h = 2b n (we assume that n is even) in the computational domain Ω = [−b, b] 3 . Let {ψ i } be a set of tensor-product piecewise constant basis functions
for the 3-tuple index i = (i 1 , i 2 , i 3 ) ∈ I, I = I 1 × I 2 × I 3 , with i ℓ ∈ I ℓ = {1, . . . , n}, where ℓ = 1, 2, 3. The generating kernel q(‖x‖) is discretized by its projection onto the basis set {ψ i } in the form of a third-order tensor of size n × n × n, which is defined entry-wise as The low-rank canonical decomposition of the third-order tensor Q is based on applying exponentially convergent sinc-quadratures to the integral representation of the function q(p), p ∈ ℝ, in the form
specified by the weights a 1 (t), a 2 (t) > 0. Figure 4 illustrates a scheme of the proof of existence of the canonical low-rank tensor approximation. It could be easier to apply the Laplace transform to the Fourier transform of a Matérn covariance matrix than to the Matérn covariance. To approximate the resulting Laplace integral we apply the sinc quadrature. The number (2M + 1) of terms in the approximate sum (3.5) is the canonical tensor rank.
In particular, the sinc-quadrature for the Laplace-Gauss transform
can be applied, where the quadrature points (t k ) and weights (a k ) are given by
Under the assumption 0 < a 0 ≤ |p| < ∞, this quadrature can be proven to provide an exponential convergence rate in M (uniformly in p) for a class of functions a(z) that are analytic in a certain strip |z| ≤ D of the complex plane such that the functions a 1 (t)e −p 2 a 2 (t) decay polynomially or exponentially on the real axis. The exponential convergence of the sinc-approximation in the number of terms (i.e., the canonical rank R = 2M + 1) was analyzed elsewhere [6, 23, 63] . We assume that a representation similar to (3.5) exists for any fixed x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ∈ ℝ 3 such that ‖x‖ > a 0 > 0. Then we apply the sinc-quadrature approximation (3.5) and (3.6) to obtain the separable expansion
providing an exponential convergence rate in M:
By combining (3.4) and (3.7), and taking into account the separability of the Gaussian basis functions, we arrive at the low-rank approximation of each entry of the tensor Q:
Recalling that a k > 0, we define the vector q as
Then the third-order tensor Q can be approximated by the R-term (R = 2M + 1) canonical representation
where q (ℓ) k ∈ ℝ n . Given a threshold ε > 0, M can be chosen as the minimal number such that in the max-norm
The skeleton vectors can be reindex by
. . , R = 2M + 1), ℓ = 1, 2, 3. The symmetric canonical tensor Q R ∈ ℝ n×n×n in (3.8) approximates the three-dimensional symmetric kernel function q(‖x‖) (x ∈ Ω), centered at the origin, such that q (1) 1, . . . , R) . In some applications, the tensor can be given in the canonical tensor format, but with large rank R and discretized on large grids n × n × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × n; thus, computation of the initial of guess in the Tucker-ALS decomposition algorithm becomes intractable. This situation may arise when composing the tensor approximation of complicated kernel functions from simple radial functions that can be represented in the low-rank CP format.
For such cases, the canonical-to-Tucker decomposition algorithm was introduced [37] . It is based on the minimization ALS procedure, similar to the Tucker algorithm, described in Section 3.2 for full-size tensors, but the initial guess is computed by just the SVD of the side matrices
. This schema is the Reduced HOSVD (RHOSVD), which does not require unfolding of the full tensor.
Another efficient rank-structured representation of the multidimensional tensors is the mixed-tensor format [31] , which combines either the canonical-to-Tucker decomposition with the Tucker-to-canonical decomposition, or standard Tucker decomposition with the canonical-to-Tucker decomposition, in order to produce a canonical tensor from a full-size tensor.
Laplace Transform of the Covariance Matrix
The integral representations like (3.5) can be derived by the Laplace transform either directly to the Matérn covariance function or to its spectral density (2.3). For example, in the case of the Newton kernel, q(p) = 1 p , and the Laplace-Gauss transform representation takes the form
In this case, q
−k , and the sum of (3.8) reduces to k = 0, 1, . . . , M, implying that R = M + 1. Therefore, the Laplace transform representation of the Slater function q(p) = e −2√αp (i.e., exponential covariance) with p = ‖x‖ 2 can be written as
When the Matérn spectral density in (2.3) has an even dimension parameter d = 2d 1 , d 1 = 1, 2, . . . and ν = 0, 1, 2, . . . , the Laplace transform
can be applied after substituting p = ‖ξ‖ 2 in
If −η = ν + d 1 = 1 2 , 3 2 , 5 2 , . . . , 2k+1 2 , . . ., then the Laplace transform is
Covariance Matrix in Rank-Structured Tensor Format
In what follows, we consider the CP approximation of the radial function q(r) in the positive sector, i.e., on the domain [0, b] 3 (by symmetry, the canonical tensor can be extended to the whole computational domain [−b, b] 3 .) Let the covariance function q(r) = C ν,ℓ (r) in (2.2) be represented by the rank-R symmetric CP tensor on an n × n × n tensor grid, denoted by Ω n ⊂ Ω = [0, b] 3 as described in the previous sections,
with the same skeleton vectors q (ℓ) k ∈ ℝ n for ℓ = 1, 2, 3. We define the covariance matrix C = [c i,j ] ∈ ℝ n×n entry-wise by
Using the tensor representation (3.9), we represent the large n 3 × n 3 matrix C in the rank-R Kronecker (tensor) format as
where the symmetric Toeplitz matrix Q
k ] ∈ ℝ n×n , ℓ = 1, 2, 3, is defined by its first column, which is specified by the skeleton vectors q (1) 
k in the decomposition (3.9). Figure 5 illustrates eight selected canonical generating vectors from q (1) k for k = 1, . . . , R, R = 34, on a grid of size n = 2,049 for the Slater function e −‖x‖ p , which defines the corresponding Toeplitz matrices. A Toeplitz matrix can be multiplied by a vector in O(n log n) operations via complementing it to the circulant matrix. In general, the inverse of a Toeplitz matrix cannot be calculated in the closed form; unlike circulant matrices, which can be diagonalized by the Fourier transform.
In the rest of this subsection, we introduce the numerical scheme, based on certain specific properties of the skeleton matrices in the symmetric rank-R decomposition (3.10) that is capable of rank-structured calculations of the analytic matrix functions F(C R ). We discuss the most interesting examples of the functions F 1 (C) = C −1 and F 2 (C) = C 1 2 , where C = C R . Given an symmetric positive definite matrix such that ‖A‖ = q < 1, the matrix-valued function is given as the exponentially fast converging series
where the matrix A, acting in the multidimensional index set, allows the low-rank Kronecker tensor decomposition. Then the low-rank tensor approximation of F(A) can be computed by the "add-and-compress" scheme, where each term in the series above (3.11) is summed using the rank-truncation algorithm in the corresponding format.
To limit the rank-structured evaluation of F 1 (C) to the described framework, we propose the special rankstructured additive splitting of the covariance matrix C with the easily invertible dominating part. To that end, we construct the diagonal matrix Q (1) 0 by assembling all of the diagonal sub-matrices in Q (1) k , k = 1, . . . , R (in the following, we simplify the notation by omitting the upper index (1)):
and modify each Toeplitz matrix Q k by subtracting its diagonal part,
Using the matrices defined above, we introduce the rank R + 1 additive splitting of C , which is defined by the skeleton matrices Q 0 andQ k since C is Kronecker symmetrical,
Hence, we have
Likewise, since Q 0 ⊗ Q 0 ⊗ Q 0 is a scaled identity, we obtain
We assume that ‖Q −1
0Q
(1) k ‖ < 1 for k = 1, . . . , R in some norm; thus, we can apply the "add-and-compress" scheme described above.
We illustrate the "add-and-compress" computational scheme in the following example. We consider the covariance matrix C R , obtained by a rank-R sinc approximation of the Slater function e −‖x‖ p with R = 40 on a grid with n = 1,025 sampling points. Figure 6 demonstrates the decay in both the matrix norms Q (1) k (left), and the scaled, preconditioned matrices Q −1
(1) k , k = 1, . . . , R (right). We use the scaling factor of 1 n . The right figure indicates that the analytic matrix functions F(C R ) can be evaluated by using an exponentially fast convergent power series supported by the "add-and-compress" strategy to control the tensor rank. (1) k ‖ (right) vs. k = 1, . . . , R.
Norms of invs
In the Kriging calculations (Task 3 above), the low-rank tensor structure in the covariance matrix C R can be directly utilized if the sampling points in the Kriging algorithm form a smaller m 1 × m 2 × m 3 tensor subgrid of the initial n × n × n tensor grid Ω n with m ℓ < n. The same argument also applies to the evaluation of conditional covariance. In the general case of "non-tensor" locations of the sampling points, some mixed tensor factorizations could be applied.
Numerical Illustrations
In what follows, we check some examples of the low-rank Tucker tensor approximation of the p-Slater function C(x) = e −‖x‖ p , and Matérn kernels with full-grid tensor representation. We demonstrate the fast exponential convergence of the tensor approximation in the Tucker rank. The functions were sampled on the n 1 × n 2 × n 3 three-dimensional Cartesian grid with n ℓ = 100, ℓ = 1, 2, 3.
For a continuous function q : Ω → ℝ, where Ω :
we introduce the collocation-type function-related tensor of order d:
where (x
which are the nodes of equally spaced subintervals with a mesh size of h ℓ = 2b ℓ n ℓ −1 . We test the convergence of the error in the relative Frobenius norm with respect to the Tucker rank for p-Slater functions with p = 0.1, 0.2, 1.9, 2.0. The Frobenius norm is computed as
where Q (r) is the tensor reconstructed from the Tucker rank-r decomposition of Q. Figure 7 shows convergence of the Frobenius error with respect to the Tucker rank for the p-Slater function discretized on the three-dimensional Cartesian grid C(x, y) = e −‖x−y‖ p (3.14) for different values of the parameter p. These functions are illustrated in Figure 8 for p = 0.1 and p = 1.9. Figure 9 shows for a Slater function with p = 1 the dependence of the Tucker decomposition error in the Frobenius norm (3.13) on the Tucker rank, for the increasing grid parameter n. Figure 10 shows the convergence with respect to the Tucker rank for the spectral density of Matérn covariance f α,ν (ρ) := C
where α ∈ (0.1, 100) and d = 1, 2, 3. The Tucker decomposition rank is strongly dependent on the parameter α and weakly depend on the parameter ν. The three-dimensional Matérn functions with the parameters ν = 0.4, α = 0.1 (left) and ν = 0.4, α = 100 (right) are presented in Figure 11 , showing the function at z = 0. These numerical experiments demonstrate the good algebraic separability of the typical multidimensional functions used in spatial statistics, that lead us to apply the low-rank tensor decomposition methods to the multidimensional problems of statistical data analysis.
Solutions to Typical Tasks in Low-Rank Tensor Format
In this section, we walk through the solutions to the statistical questions raised in the motivation above, Section 2. We add some lemmas to summarize the new computing and storage costs. Let N = n d , measurement vector z ∈ ℝ m , C ss ∈ ℝ N×N , C zz ∈ ℝ m×m , and C sz ∈ ℝ N×m . We also introduce the restriction operator P, which consists of only ones and zeros, and pick sub-indices {i 1 , . . . , i m } from the whole index set {i 1 , . . . , i N }. This operator P has tensor-1 structure, i.e., P = ⨂ d ν=1 P ν . An application of this restriction tensor does not change tensor ranks.
Computing Matrix-Vector Product. Let
If z is non-separable, then low-rank tensor properties cannot be employed and either the FFT idea [51] or the hierarchical matrix technique should be applied instead [19, 21, 22, 38] . Trace and Diagonal of C.
The proof follows from the properties of the Kronecker tensors. For simplicity, we assume that n 1 = n 2 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = n d = n and ∑ d i=1 n i = dn. Table 2 : The error of the Tucker approximation to the value A at the origin (the exact value is equal to 1) versus the Tucker rank and the grid size n = 2k + 1.
Example 4.1.
A simple Matlab test for computing trace(C) on a working station with 128 GB produces the computing times in seconds shown in Table 1 .
In what follows, we discuss the computation of trace and diag in the case of Tucker representation of the generating Matérn function on (2k + 1) ⊗d grid and present the corresponding numerical example for d = 3.
We notice that due to Toeplitz structure of the skeleton matrices of size (2k + 1) × (2k + 1), the diagonal of the covariance matrix C is the weighted Tucker sum of the Kronecker products of scaled identity matrices in ℝ 2k+1 . The scaling factor is determined by the value of generating Tucker vector v The grid coordinate of x 0 is determined by the multi-index (k + 1, . . . , k + 1). Table 2 represents the values of A(x 0 ) computed by the Tucker approximation to the three-dimensional Slater function e −‖x‖ on the (2k + 1) ⊗3 grids with n = 2k + 1 = 129, 257, 513, and for different Tucker rank parameters r = 1, 2, . . . , 10.
Given the rank-r Tucker tensor A, the complexity for calculation of A(x 0 ) is estimated by O(r d ).
Computing Square Root C 1 2 . Observe that C 1 2 can be computed as in (3.12 ). An iterative method for computing C 1 2 is presented in [16] .
Linear Solvers in a Low-Rank Tensor Format. Likely, there is already a good theory for solving linear systems Cw = z with symmetric and positive definite matrix C, in a tensor format. We refer to the overview works [18, 20, 34, 35] . Some particular linear solvers are developed in [2, 12, 13, 24, 36] , [11, 36] . We also recommend to use the Tensor Toolbox [41] , which contains routines for CP and Tucker tensor formats.
Computing z T
We assume that there is an iterative method that can be used to solve the linear system Cw = z in a low-rank tensor format and to find the solution in the form w = ∑ r i=1 ⨂ d μ=1 w iμ . Then the quadratic form z T C −1 z is the following scalar products:
The proof follows from the definition and properties of the tensor and scalar products. If z is non-separable, then low-rank tensor properties cannot be employed and the FFT idea [51] or the hierarchical matrix technique [38] should be employed.
Lemma 4.5. The computing cost of the quadratic form z T C −1 z is the product of the number of required iterations and the cost of one iteration, which is O(rr z dm 2 ) (assuming that the iterative method required only matrix-vector products).
The proof follows from the definitions and properties of the tensor and scalar products.
Interpolation by Simple Kriging
The three most computationally demanding tasks in Kriging are: (1) solving an M × M system of equations to obtain the Kriging weights, (2) obtaining the N × 1 Kriging estimate by superposing the Kriging weights with the N × M cross-covariance matrix between the measurements and the unknowns, (3) evaluating the N × 1 estimation variance as the diagonal of an N × N conditional covariance matrix [51] . Here, M refers to the number of measured data values, and N refers to the number of estimation points. When optimizing the design of the sampling patterns, the challenge is to evaluate the scalar measures of the N × N conditional covariance matrix (see φ A and φ C in equation (2.1) and Task 4) repeatedly within a highdimensional and non-linear optimization procedure (e.g., [42, 58] ).
The following Kriging formula is well known [51] : 
The proof follows from the definitions and the properties of the tensor and scalar products. If z is non-separable, then the low-rank tensor properties cannot be employed and either the FFT idea [51] or the hierarchical matrix technique [38] should be applied.
Computing Conditional Covariance
Let y ∈ ℝ m be the vector of measurements. The conditional covariance matrix is
The associated estimation varianceσ is the diagonal of the N × N conditional covariance matrix C ss|y :
Let us assume that the measurements are taken at locations that form a subset of the total set of nodes I = {0, . . . , N − 1}, i.e., I M = {i 1 , . . . , i m } ⊂ I. We also assume that the nodes I M belong to a tensor mesh, i.e., if I = ⨂ d ν=1 I ν and I M = ⨂ d ν=1Î ν , thenÎ ν ⊆ I nu . Let
Again, we use low-rank tensor solvers, this time to solve the matrix system C yy W = C ys . We obtain the solution
Assuming that C sy ≈ ∑
where r 0 > 0 is the new rank after a rank-truncation procedure andC jμ are new factors. Let
The conditional covariance is After discretization of cov(x, y), we obtain C as a rank-1 Kronecker product of the one-dimensional covariance matrices, i.e.,
Example: Separable Covariance Matrices
We note that arbitrary discretization (anisotropy) can occur in any direction. Remark 4.10. We assume here that we have an efficient method to invert C (e.g., FFT or hierarchical matrices) with a cost of O(N log N). If not, then the complexity cost drops from O(N 3 ) to O(dn 3 ) (usual Gaussian elimination algorithm).
Lemma 4.11. If C i , i = 1, . . . , d, are covariance matrices, then we can compute log det C, where C is a separable rank-1 d-dimensional covariance function, as
Proof. We check for d = 2 that det(C 1 ⊗ C 2 ) = det(C 1 ) n 2 ⋅ det(C 2 ) n 1 and then apply mathematical induction.
The computational cost drops again from O(N log N), N = n d , to O(dn log n). A similar assumption to Remark 4.10 for computing det(C) also holds here.
Example 4.2. Let n = 6000, d = 3, and N = 6000 3 . Using MATLAB on a MacBookPro with 16 GB RAM, the time required set up the matrices C 1 ,C 2 , and C 3 is 11 seconds; it takes 4 seconds to compute L 1 , L 2 , and L 3 .
The large matrices C and L are never constructed (i.e., the Kronecker product is never calculated).
Example 4.3.
In previous work [43] we used the hierarchical matrix technique to approximate C i and its Cholesky factor L i for n = 2 ⋅ 10 6 in 2 minutes. Here, we combine the hierarchical matrix technique and the Kronecker tensor product. Assuming C = C 1 ⊗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⊗ C d , we approximate C for n = (2 ⋅ 10 6 ) d in 2d minutes. 
Equation (4.7) shows one disadvantage of the Gaussian log-likelihood function in high dimensions. Namely, the log-likelihood grows exponentially with d as n d .
Conclusion
In this work, we demonstrate that the basic functions and operators used in spatial statistics may be represented using rank-structured tensor formats and that the error of this representation exhibits the exponential decay with respect to the tensor rank. We applied the Tucker and canonical tensor decompositions to a family of Matérn-type and Slater-type functions with varying parameters and demonstrated numerically that their approximations exhibit exponentially fast convergence. A low-rank tensor approximation of the Matérn covariance function and its Fourier transform is considered. We separated the radial basis functions using the Laplace transforms to prove the existence of such low-rank approximations, and applied the sinc quadrature method to estimate the tensor ranks and accuracy. We also demonstrated how to compute diag(C), trace(C), the matrix-vector product, Kriging operations, and the geostatistical optimal design in a low-rank tensor format with at a linear cost. For matrix C of size N × N, N = 6000 3 and of tensor rank 1, we were able to compute the Cholesky factorization in 15 seconds. We also computed the Tucker approximation to the three-dimensional Slater function e −‖x‖ on the grid with 513 3 points and Tucker ranks r = 1, 2, . . . , 10. Furthermore, we demonstrated how to compute trace(C) for N = n d = 1000 1000 . This might be useful in machine learning. In this paper, operations such as computing the Cholesky factorization, inverse, and determinant have been implemented for rank-1 tensors (e.g., the Gaussian covariance has a tensor rank-1). These formulas could be useful for developing successive rank-1 updates in greedy algorithms. Further investigations are needed for the representation of these quantities with the ranks higher than one.
Additionally, in Section 3.7 we studies the influence of the parameters of the Matérn covariance function on the tensor ranks (Figures 7 and 9 ). We observed (see Figure 10 ) that the dependence of the parameters of the Matérn covariance function on the tensor ranks is very weak, and the ranks grew slowly. In this paper, we also highlighted that big data statistical problems can be effectively treated by using the special low-rank tensor techniques.
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